In almost all papers devoted to Goursat problems for partial differential equations of order m greater than 2, the boundary conditions have been given either on two curves (surfaces) or on the characteristics of the equation considered or, finally, on the characteristics and one non~charaote~ ristic ourve (see [6] , [9] and the references in In LIQi a problem with tha boundary conditions set on four straight half-lines is considered in the class of analytic functions. In [11] the existence is proved of a solution of a non-linear problem for a system of equations of arbitrary order m n with the boundary conditions given on a curves. Papers L 3j and f_4J concern an equation of order 2p, celled a polyvibrating equation of û.î£angecunt a ad ere devoted to -ours at problems with the boundary conditions of the type different from that in [11j , given on 2p straight half-lines end . curves, respectively» -253 -
1 f r ' In LIQi a problem with tha boundary conditions set on four straight half-lines is considered in the class of analytic functions. In [11] the existence is proved of a solution of a non-linear problem for a system of equations of arbitrary order m n with the boundary conditions given on a curves. Papers L 3j and f_4J concern an equation of order 2p, celled a polyvibrating equation of û.î£angecunt a ad ere devoted to -ours at problems with the boundary conditions of the type different from that in [11j , given on 2p straight half-lines end . curves, respectively» -253 -In paper [5] we formulated a theorem concerning the axiatenoe and the farm of a solution of a Goursat problem for the polyvibrating equation of arbitrary even order 2p in a Banaoh space, with the boundary conditions given on a set of 2p curves emanating from a common point.
The aim of this paper is to prove this theorem.
Like in papers [3] and [4]
we reduce the problem to a system of functional equations but then we examine this system in a way different from that in the said papers. The present method makes it possible both to find the solution in the form of a series and to prove its uniqueness» 2m Let Q be the rectangle Q » { (x»y ) e R 2 1 0<x«A$ Os y b),
vhere 0<A,B<°°t and oonsider a system of 2p curves, where p>2, given by the equations y • f^Jx) and x * h^fy) (f 1 :<0,A>^<0,B>j h ± i<0,B>-<0,A> for i«1,2,. .. t p), respectively, passing through the origin 0(0,0) of the coordinatea system and not intersecting elsewhere* In "What follows Y denotes a Banaoh Bpaoe with norm II*II. Let us consider the following partial differential equation We shall need the following liuu whloh is a direct consequence of Assumption I.
Thers is a positive number < mln(A,B,l), suoh that the inequalities
1*£j<i«p, hold good for x e (0,^) and yetO,^), respectively Ve shall also need the following lemma whose proof is straightforward.
Lemma

3.
There is a positive number min(A,B,1), suoh that the inequalities (11)
are satisfied for and ye (0,<52), respectively. In the sequel we shall use the notation min(<5'1 ,<S2)* 3. Ve now attempt to find a solution of the (0)-problem* Setting c* • a in (2) and imposing on funotion u the boundary conditions (4), we get the following system of functional equations 1 
'
Here and in the sequel, ° is the symbol of composition.
-
(x e < 0,A>{ y e <OfB>j i = 1,2,...,p).
By setting i = 1,2,...,p in the first of equations (12), we obtain the following system of algebraic equations
with respect to ^ (x)>... tjp (x) ( where
The system (13) is a Cramer's system for xe (0,A>, because the determinant of its coefficient matrix
Using Cramer's formulas and the well known formulas concerning the Vandermonde determinants (see [7] , pp. 70 and 236),
we have Thus, finally, we oan assert that for x e (0,A>, y e (0,B> the system of functional equations (12) is equivalent to the following one
G a (x) y k rw Q vk (7) (-lfcS k (y)e«(y) y v~1 , and <? t * and (oc « 1,2,...,p) are the unknown functions. Let us note that if Y « R, then the system (20) is contained by that examined in paper [l] but the assumptions made in the said paper are not satisfied (see [l] , p.194).
Using classical methods of the theory of functional equations (Bee [8] , Chapter VI), we are going to prove that, under the present assumptions, system (20) has a unique solution. first ef all let us introduoe the following notation -260 - 
The symbol denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x. Pro of. First of all we are going to show that the series in (24) are uniformly convergent in the intervals (0,A> and (0,B>, reepectively. We will give the proof for the series a H (*)» argument for the series XL n»1 n=1 is analogous* It follows from Lemma 4 that there is a positive integer N such that for each n>H and each xe (0,A> the relation (x) e (0,<5") is valid.
k (n)
Let us distinguish the following two oasest 1° xfc(0 t S) and 2° xe<S,A>; n>N, and begin with the first of them.
Observe that, in virtue of the relations (10) and (16) -P
Ä. o
Basing on (33) sad using the estimates {32} and (11} and the inequality (34} ||/ n o!_ (xJJI^oonBtflj-lx)) 2Vm9 *** k (n) (see (9) , (21) and (27) 
where const is independent of n» It follows from the choioe of the parameters c and cQ (see (6) and (11' Ha£(x)||^ const q n x (xe(0,<$) f cx=i,2,...,p and q is a number belonging to (0,1)).
In case 2° we estimate the first N factors of the produot in (33) by a oonstant depending on N (but independent of n) and we proceed with the remaining factors in a way analogous to that in case 1° above. As a result we get _ v 2 p-«+ a? (37) || a^(x)|| ¿s const q x _ 2p-<x+ap « const q x , (x e <<5 ,A>; n>Nj a = 1,2,..., p; 0<q<1), where oonst depends on N but is independent of n. Thus, for xe (0,A> and ne/, the following inequality _ 2p-«+a-> ( 38) ||a°<x)IU oonst q n x 0 (a = 1,2,...,pt 0<q<1) holds good, where const is independent oo of n and hence the series J""*, a"(x) is uniformly convergent n-1 B in the interval (0,A>. It is also clear (see (24) and (38) identioal with the first of equations (20). In a similar «ay we verify that the functions and iv a (of-1,2 t ... ,p) given by formulas (24) satisfy the second of the said equations.
Ve are going to prove that the solution given by formulas (24) ie the only solution of (20) (11), and using an argument similar to that in the proof of (36), we obtain the following inequality (44) m_ 2p-«+a? |r" (x)|k const q °x 0 (x e (0,A>joc =1,2,...,p), where 0<q<1 and const is independent of m Q .
It follows directly from (42) -(44) that j^fx) (xe(0,A>| «-1,2,...,p) satisfy the first of equalities (24). In a similar way we ahow that y a (y) (y e (0,B>| ««1,2,...,p) satisfy the second of the said equelities.
Thus, in order to aonplete the proof of Lemma 5* it is enough to ahow that the functions and y« (°c1»2,»..,p) given by (24) are of class C p . Ve first consider the oaaa 1° (see p.12). Let us begin with some auxiliary estimates. Ve assert that the following relations 
with (50)
We omit an inductive proof of this formula.
We ahell also need the following estimate 
